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The concept of uterine auto-traumatisation of the non-pregnant uterus during the reproductive period 
of life (Tissue Injury and Repair, TIAR) created a completely new basis for the understanding of the 
pathophysiology of adenomyosis and endometriosis and provides the perspective of a new rational 
approach to the prevention of the disease. The new insights are based upon a new understanding of 
the morphology of the non-pregnant uterus, its various functions in the early process of reproduction 
and their endocrine and paracrine regulation. They are furthermore based on new imaging techniques, 
such as hysterosalpingoscintigraphy (HSSG), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and transvaginal 
sonography (TVS), as well as on new data obtained in molecular biology, not only with respect to the 
diseases under study but also with respect to more general principles regarding embryology, tissue 
injury and organ repair. Of utmost importance was, in the understanding of the pathophysiology, to 
relate the findings of the individual patient to her history. While uterine peristalsis for directed sperm 
transport had initially been considered as the main mechanical function of the non-pregnant uterus to 
result in lesions at the upper midline of the archimetra (fundo-cornual raphe), new data suggest that 
‘neometral compression of the archimetra’ for orthograde menstrual discharge should be considered 
as the main cause of uterine auto-traumatisation. While about 60-80% of all women develop 
perimenopausal adenomyosis/endometriosis, about 10-15% being affected by an early onset of the 
disease. Uterine auto-traumatisation represents the underlying mechanism of both forms. Genetic 
variations, such as an increased local production and paracrine action of estradiol following trauma 
(COX-2; P450arom) and/or hyperactivity of the oxytocin (OT)/OT-receptor system controlling the 
mechanical functions of the non-pregnant uterus, may be responsible for the increased uterine auto-
traumatisation in young women affected by the disease. The pathophysiology is characterized by 
three intertwined processes: 
1. The organ-specific auto-traumatisation controlled by ovarian endocrine function. 
2. The non-organ specific TIAR process that results in the production of estrogen at the site of 
traumatisation with the forming of estrogen-rich niches. 
3. The activation of organ-specific stem cells (endometrial, ESC, or archimetral stem cells, ASC) within 
these niches with the genetic program that results in the proliferation of Müllerian tissue being 
composed of all layers of the archimetra such as endometrium, sub basal stroma and metaplastic 
muscular tissue (“uteri en miniature”, Cullen, 1903). Iatrogenic adenomyosis develops principally in the 
same way. Focal and diffuse proliferations of Müllerian tissue destroy the functional architecture of the 
‘junctional zone myometrium’ (archimyometrium). In MRI and TVS these proliferations can be 
visualized as permanent irregularities and expansions of the junctional zone (JZ) and “halo”, 
respectively, and serve as diagnostic criteria.  
There is a high association between adenomyosis and pelvic endometriosis. Indirect evidence 
suggests that in women with adenomyosis fragments of basal endometrium and stroma are 
disseminated within the abdominal cavity where they implant on peritoneal surfaces. They persist at 
sites of chronic mechanical strain. Such lesions are composed of all archimetral elements (“mini 
primordial uteri, Leyendecker et al., 2002) and can therefore be regarded as external adenomyosis. 
 


